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Learning Objectives

After successful completion of this learning unit, the participants will be able to:

∙ Organise the implementation of project tasks.

∙ Communicate with the team in a supportive and encouraging way.

∙ Guide and support the team members in the success of the project.



Topic 1: What is managing and leading others ? 

Being able to manage and lead others means being able to involve people in the realisation of a project.

This TSC has two dimensions for the person "identified as a leader" to manage and lead a team.

As a manager, the leader will have to develop an attitude and behaviour based on essential qualities of communication

and strategic skills.

S/he will have to find a way to balance between directive management which is sometimes too authoritarian and

participative management which sometimes slows down the project too much.

The manager is ultimately "at the service" of the project by federating a team and organising the tasks of each team

member in a clear and educational manner.

These are the two dimensions to be developed for the leader:

1. The implementation and management of the project. The leader is a strategist and visualises the stages of its 

implementation in order to :

∙ Organise and coordinate everyone's work in a given space and time.

∙ Ensure that the technical and human conditions are met.

∙ Manage technical or human contingencies and find solutions - considering the opinion of the collaborators.



Topic 1: What is managing and leading others ? 

∙ Check that the project/task is completed as desired.

∙ Evaluate with your team: positive points, negative points, areas for progress and improvement, perspectives.

2. motivate them. Ability to unite people. Communicate the stages of the project and the role of each person in a clear and

educational way.

∙ Encourage everyone to work together and develop collective intelligence (creativity to solve a task or overcome a

difficulty).

∙ Listen to and consider everyone's opinions.

∙ Take stock of the project's progress, debrief and readjust if necessary.

∙ Make decisions after consulting the team.

∙ Regulate in case of tension.

∙ Encourage and value each person and the team in the work accomplished.



Topic 2: Why is it important? 

Knowing how to manage and lead a team is an important skill because it is the lever for the organisation and cooperation

of all for the realisation of the project?

This implies both human qualities of listening, decision-making, team cohesion and know-how in the strategy of carrying

out the project within a given timeframe.

These skills are important in all project contexts: personal, professional, extra-professional...

Examples of personal projects for which you can be a leader:

∙ Organise a game with your family for your cousin's surprise birthday.

∙ Organise a trip to the cinema with your little brothers and sisters (choose a film and go to see it by bus).

∙ Etc.

Examples of projects related to a professional activity for which you can be a leader:

∙ Organise the unloading of a truck with your colleagues.

∙ Organise the cleaning of a site with your colleagues.

∙ Etc.



Topic 2: Why is it important? 

Examples of projects linked to extra-professional activities (in associations, etc.) for which you can be a leader:

∙ Organise a tea party with volunteers for elderly people in a retirement home.

∙ Organise a beach litter pick with volunteers.

∙ Etc.

All of these examples are common situations that will require skills and attitudes related to leading and managing a team:

listening, advising, uniting and motivating, planning and organising.



Topic 3: Sample texts on how to mention it on the CV

∙ Listen and advise others

∙ Federate and motivate a team

∙ Plan and organise a project.



Topic 4: TSC assessment criteria

.

Criteria Competent Need improvement

Planning activities

Facilitating effective communication

There main criteria for assessing this TSC are the aspects mentioned below. According to them, educators can guide their learners in their

improvement process. The learner can be assessed as “competent” or “need improvement”. The educator can add specific comments for

each learner in the respective boxes. Please refer to the Intellectual Output 2: Be Creative! Handbook for educators for further guidelines

on assessment criteria.

Promoting active participation

Advising others



Activities



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

Objectives of the activity

● Experience the feeling of leading and being lead

● Consider the effect of a strong leader

● Examine the relationship between leader and follower



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

TSC addressed by the activity

● Coping with change

● Supporting others

● Working with others in teams and networks

● Managing and leading others



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

Materials

● None



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

The pitch

Participants will take part in a movement-based exercise and follow the leader.



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

Procedure

Divide the group into pairs of two. If this is not possible, form a group of three participants.

One participant, the leader, holds his or her hand palm forward, his or her feelers upright and places them about 20-40 cm from the face of 

another person, the follower. The follower acts as if s/he is hypnotised and should keep his/her face at the same level as the first participant. The 

distance should always be the same ; the leader starts a series of hand movements (up, down, left, right) and moves to more advanced physical 

movements. The follower should contort his/her body if necessary to maintain the same distance. After 5 minutes ask them to switch roles. 

Encourage the leaders to try to get their partner into many uncomfortable positions.

After another 5 minutes, ask half the pairs to join the other half of the pairs, counting as follows: 1 leader and 3 followers. Every few minutes, 

ask one group to join another, keeping the same leader. Eventually, the whole group will be hypnotised by one leader.

Boal, A., ( 2002). Games for Actors and Non-Actors . Routledge. New York, NY



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

Questions for discussion among participants

● What did it feel to lead?

● What did it feel to follow?

● Were there times when you did not want to do what the leader made you do? How did it feel and why?

● How did it feel like to be one of the followers towards the end of the exercise when everyone was following?



Activity 1 : Colombian Hypnosis

Intergenerational aspect

Mix age groups and ask each member of the pair to be either the leader or the follower.



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

Objectives of the activity

● Think about the concepts of neighbourhood and proximity

● Create a map of the city

● Negotiate with the group

● Let others discover things



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

TSC addressed by the activity

● Process and analyse information

● Create and innovate

● Pass on and exchange information and ideas

● Show respect and consideration for others

● Collaborate with others in teams and networks

● Manage and lead others

● Be conciliatory and negotiate



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

Materials

● Large sheets of paper (flipchart style)

● Markers of different colours



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

The pitch

The activity consists of creating a map of the city. The group should draw their vision of the city, as they see it, adding the important 

places they like and frequent.



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

Procedure

The facilitator introduces the activity by brainstorming about the neighbourhood. The participants express

themselves on the subject, and the facilitator can stimulate the discussion with themes such as: How do you feel

in this neighbourhood? Which places do you visit often? What places are important to you?

The facilitator gives the group a large flip chart (if there are many, make several groups), and asks them to draw

a map of the city. The aim is to get them to discuss and agree on the map, while allowing everyone to express

themselves and add their views.

When they have finished, everyone explains how they have worked, what their vision of the city is, and starts a

plenary discussion on the subject.



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

Questions for discussion among participants

● How did you experience this activity?

● What did you learn from this activity?

● How did you organise yourselves in sub-groups?

● How did you come to an agreement?

● Did anyone take the lead during the activity?



Activity 2 : Draw a common map of the city/town 

Intergenerational aspect

Mix age groups.

Ask older people to describe what they would like to find in the city that existed 25 years ago.

The same instruction is then given to younger people to find out what they would like to change in their city 

in the next 25 years.

Finally, on this basis, ask everyone to create a map that takes into account ideas from both groups of age.



Further Readings



Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://becreativeproject.eu/ to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://becreativeproject.eu/
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